
Bobby Valentino, I Was Wrong
[Verse 1:]
Wishing on a lonely star. Wondering just where you are. And if you ever think about me girl. If I could go back in time. I guarantee you still be mine. Reality said you gone away. Now it's also sad. I didn't even realize what I had. Now I gotta find a way to make it through this day.

[Hook:]
I was wrong. I was wrong. Baby I was wrong. So wrong

[Verse 2:]
Love's such a mystery. There's no limit to what  teach. If you listen you what's in your heart. It's tears cry don't tell the truth.Of just how much I mean to you. And how my life would never be the same. Now it's also sad I didn't even realize what I had. Now I gotta find a way to make it throught this day.

[Hook:]
I was wrong. I was wrong. Baby I was wrong. So wrong

[Verse 3 - Outro:]
Baby I was wrong, sorry I was wrong, baby I was (so) wrong, Sorry I was wrong (so wrong, so wrong), Baby I was wrong, (said woo woo woo baby), Sorry I was wrong (so wrong so wrong) Baby I was wrong, Sorry I was wrong (I'm so sorry said baby), Baby I was wrong, (baby I was wrong baby), Sorry I was wrong, (so wrong, so wrong baby), Baby I was wrong, Sorry I was wrong,(Sorrrrrrryyyyyyyy baby), Wrong, wrong, ( All I need is one more chance, said one more chance baby), wrong,( I'm sorry, so sorry, sorry baby give me one more chance, I love you baby,I jus done realized). Wrong, wrong, wrong, (yea, yea, yeah), said baby said I was wrong.. Yea yea yeah yea yea. Tim and Bob play it for me play it for me can't nobody feel me but ya'll, ya'll. I was wrong babe. I was wrong baby, I'm sorry. Can you please forgive me just one more chance...
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